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Extracting Digital Historical ·weather Fields 
from 

U.S. Fleet Numerical Weather Facility Files 

I. INTRODUCTION

Early in 1967 the ESSA, ·weather Bureau, Techn.iques Development Laboratory
(TDL) discovered a need for certain historical weather grid fields in pre
cipitation studies. These twice-daily, hemispheric fields, in digital form,
were found lo be available from the files of the U.S. Fleet Numerical
Vi'eathe� Facility (FNV{F) in Monterey, California. Contract No. E-166-
67 (N) was subsequentJy let to Mellonics Systems Development Division of
Litton Systems, Inc., to provide these data for_ TDL •

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The basic tasks involved the extraction of the desired fields from the
FNWF files and simultaneous conversion to the ESSA, Weather Bureau
National Meteorological Center (NMC) grid format. The FNWF format
utili7,cs a 3969 point grid (page Fl) packed into 3 words per 48 bits. These
were converted to the standard NMC format of 1977 po.i.nts with 36 bit words
and 12 bit autonomous data values. A description of the FNWF atmospheric
analysis program is included jn this report as Appendices G, H, and I.

The pressure surfaces of interest were the 1000, 850, 700, 500, and 300
millibar levels. The time fraue was from 1 November 1961 through 31
January 1968 inclusive. The t,vice--daily data consisted of analyses based
on observations at OOOOZ and 1200Z for:

1. Heights in centimeters, expressed as deviations from
the standard atmosphere.

2. Temperatures in degrees centigrade.

3. Humidities expressed as dewpoint depressions in degrees
centigrade. (Dewpoint depressions were not included in
the 1000 mb and 300 rnb levels.)

III. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Programming for the processing of FNWF data into the ESSA .format was
begun soon after the effective date of.the contract (1 June) 967). Wi_th the
completion of the programming phase (early August), extraction and con
version began on a test basis.

On 8 September 1967, sample map prints of FNViTF plotted fields were
forwarded to Mr. Frank Lewis (TDL). A test tape was also forwarded
along with tape dumps of the data fields. Tests at TDL proved satisfac
tory and production of NMC formatted fields began in mid-September.
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The following shipments of magnetic tapes were made: 

23 Oct 196'7 Tapes 1061-1070, 445 and 446 (12 tapes) 
20 Nov 1967 Tapes 447-454, 495, and 496 (10 tapes) 
22 Nov 1967 Tapes 497 and 498 ( 2 tapes) 
16 Jan 1968 Tapes 499-502 ( 4 tap�s) 
12 Feb 1968 Tapes 503 and 504 ( 2 tapes) 

TOTAL 30 tapes 

(NOTE: See attached Tape Inventory, Appendix C, for tape content). 

Close liaison was maintained between the contractor and ESSA-TDL through
out the contract period, but especially during the programming and check-out 
phase. Several letters were exchanged between Mr. Woodworth of l\/Iellonics 
and Mr. Lewis of TDL. This correspondence was supplemented by telephone 
calls and personal visits. Mr. Woodworth visited TDL on 21 September 1967. 
Pertinent correspondence included: 

28 June Letter, Woodworth to Lewis, with proposed contract 
clarifi cation. 

24 July First bi-monthly progress report. 

10 August Letter, Woodworth to Lewis, with description of computer 
progra1n. 

17 August Letter from Mr. Lewis clarifying TDL requirements. 

8 September Letter forwarding sample map prints and mini-test tape. 

26 September Second bi-monthly progress report. 

22 November Third bi-monthly progress report. 

The total manpower used amounted to 600 hours of operator, programmer, 
. and supervisor time. 

Computer time utilized (CDC 1604) amounted to about 30 hours for program.:

ming and ·check-outs, and about 150 hours for production. 

REMARKS 

The extracting of 5 major levels and 3 parameters from FNWF grid files 
proved somewhat more tedious than earlier estimates. Mostly this was due 
to the fact that the early FNWF files were not completely reformatted into 
the 63 x 63 HISTACK tape format. Some time was spent by the contractor 
in readying the 1961-1963 magnetic ·tapes before the standard extracting 
programs could effectively operate on the data. Furthermore, the earlier 
years were found to have slightly more occurrences of missing fields than 
the records indicated. However, the inventory of the fields as depicted in 
the machine printouts should advise the users of these files of all the mis
sing fields. 
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The conversion from the FNWF 48-bit packed binary word records (3 data 
values) to the Nl\/IC 36-bit packed binary word records was complicated 
because of certain incompatibilities between the· CDC and the IBM machines. 
A CDC 1604 program now exists to_ do this conversion. Thus other extrac
tions from the FNWF historical files are now much easier. Certainly a 
step has been taken to facilitate more exchanges of historical weather or 
oceanographic data fields at NMC, FNWF and perhapi;; Global Weather Cen
ter (GWC) at Offutt Air Force Base. 

Computer and systems analysts working on this problem have posed the 
_question as to why some overt effort has not been taken, up to this time, 
to standardize the packing and storage of historical weather grids. The 
differences between the Nl\/IC and the FNWF grids in both number of points 
stored and the format of the storage word are quite obvious. In fact, both 
grid formats are different from the GWC (Air Force) format which is 
another major contributor to weather grid history files. The differences 
are significant and costly in programming time and conversio_n to various 
computer types. A standard storage word size an_d bit p_acking is cert.a inly 
needed. Surely this matter of standardization of archived weather grid 
analyses is a federal problem needing attention and solution now. 
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APPENDIX A 

TAPE FORMAT AND CODES 

FOR CONVERTED FNWF HISTORY FIELDS 

PRE-IDENTIFIER: 

Word 
1 

2 

0 bit 8 

I 
Pressure* 

i 

DATA FIELD: 

O bit 

3-661 + 

0 
Magnitude 

POST-IDENTIFIBR: 

662 

663 

664 

665 

666 

667 

668 

Obit 8 

0 

Time>:, 

0 

0 

12 
+ 

0 

Day>:' 

Pressure>:, 

0 

,:,2 digits, 4-bit BCD 

17 
I 

0 

Magnitude 

17 

24 
+ 

0 

26 35 
I Type of data 

I 
35 

Magnitude 

26 35 

Additive 'constant 

Month>� Year>:, 

0 Type of Data 

Scaling 

0 

0 

0 

Each record comprises 668 words. A reel of tape includes either D-Values 
or temperatures and dewpoint depressions for corresponding months of all 
years covered. The years are separated by end-of-files. 
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Re ferenc e 

Pressure 
Octal 

Identifier 
Height 

(Additive Constant) 

1000 mb 240 113 meters 
850 mb 205 1457 meters 
700 mb 160 3011 meters 
500 mb 120 5572 meters 
300 mb 060 9159 meters 

Type of Data Oe;tal Identifier 

D-Values 01 
Temperature 20 
Dewpoint Depression 31 

Data Scaling 

D- Values (1000-500 mb) B-17
D-Values (300 mb) B-18
Temperature and

dewpoint depression B-9
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APPENDIX B 

PARAMETER ARRANGEMENT 

Tape Format No. 1 Tape Format No. 2 

D Value Tape Temp/Dewpoint Depression Tape 

D 1000 T 1000 
D 850 T 850 
D 700 DPD 850 
D 
D 

500 
300 Day 1 T 700 

Day 1 DPD 700 
T 500 
DPD 500 
T 300 

D 1000 T 1000 
D 850 T 850 
D 700 DPD 850 
D 
D 

500 
300 Day 2 T 700 

Day 2 DPD 700 
T 500 
DPD 500 

Start Date 1Nov1961 

300 

Start Date 1 Nov 1961 

End Date 31 Jan 1968 End Date 31 Jan 1 9 6 8 ·' 

Dewpoint Depres
s ion Fields do not 
start until 1 May1964 

T 1000 tempera
ture fields started 1 Julyl962 

B-1



APPENDIX C 

TAPE INVENTORY OF CONVERTED GRID FIELDS 

Pararn.eter 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

JAN WB 497 D-Values. X X X X X X 

WB 498 Temp 
DPD 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

WB 503 D-Values X 

WB 504 Temp 
DPD 

-- - -

X 

X 

FEB TW 1061 D-Valucs X X X X X X 

TW 1062 

- - -

Temp
DPD 

- - -

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

- - -

MAR TW 1063 D-Values X X X X X X 

TVi/ 1064

- - -

Temp 
DPD 

- - -

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

- - -

APR TW 1065 D-Values X X X X X X 

TW 1066 Temp 
DPD 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

MAY TW 1067 D-Values X X X X X X 

TW 1068 Temp 
DPD 

- - -

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

JUN TW 1069 D-Values X X X X X X 

TW 1070 Temp 
DPD 

- - -

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

JUL WB 445 D-Values X X X X X X 

WB 446 Temp 
DPD 

- - - - - -

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

II 

•

• 
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1961 1962 1963 1964 1865 1866 1967 1968 

- - -
-

AUG WB 447 D-Values X X X X X X 

WB 448 Temp 
DPD 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

- - -

SEP WB 449 D-Values X X X X X X 

WB 450 Temp 
DPD 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

- - -
- - -

OCT WB 451 D-Values X X X X X X 

WB 452 T�mp 
DPD 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

NOV WB 453 D-Values X X X X X x ·

WB 454 Temp 
DPD 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

WB 499 D-Values X 

WB 500 Temp 
DPD 

X 

X 

- - -

- - -

DEC WB 495 D-Va lues X X X X X X 

WB 496 Temp 
DPD 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

WB 501 D-Val ues X 

WB 502 Temp 
DPD X 

II 

• 

• 

■ 

• 
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APPENDL� D 

INVENTORY OF MISSING GRID FIELDS 

Month 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

JAN 7 0 . 1 0 0 0 o ·

FEB 13 1 3 3 1 0 

MAR 12 8 0 4 3 o. 

APR 11 8 3 2 0 0 

MAY 16 5 6 9 0 0 

JUN 3 3 1 0 1 0 

JUL 8 13 0 0 0 0 

AUG 19 0 0 0 1 0 

SEP 1 9 2 0 0 0 

OCT 5 2 3 0 o· 0 

NOV 4 3 1 1 0 0 0 

DEC 2 2 14 7 2 0 0 

1. The above table lists the number of missing complete grid
fields.

2. Complete grid fields include: D and T 1000, 850, 700, 500,
and 300, plus Dew Point Depressions (DPD) 850, 700, and
500. (NOTE: All DPD are missing through April 1964).

3. Other single fields are missing sporadically throughout the
period. See computer inventories previously submitted with
pertinent tapes for a definitive breakdown of missing fields.
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APPENDIX F OF THIS REPORT rs EXTRACTED FROM FNWF 
11COMPUT ER PRODUCTS MANUAL," TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 21, 
J-ULY 1966 0

APPENDIX F 

THE FNWF GRID 

The FNWF operational grid (Figure F-1) is a square containing 
63 columns and 63 rows of equally spaced points. Each point is 
identified by a letter (i for column values and j for row values) 
and by a number from O to 62. Superimposed on a polar stereo
graphic projection of the earth (true at 60°N) with the pole at its 
center, the grid encloses the entire northern hemisphere with the 
equator an inscribed circle, the distance between points on the grid 
is elated to distance on the map by the map scale factor (1 + sin

060 /1 + sin (latitude))o At 60°N this distance is 200 nautical miles. 

An octagonal 1977-point grid which is a subset of the square grid 
is also in use at FN\VF. This grid is used only for research and 
development since any grid which does not include the entire 
hemisphere is inadequate for description of the naval environment. 
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Figure F-1: FNViTF HEMISPHERIC NUMERICAL GRID 

(Octagonal Grid Super.imposed) 
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APPENDIX G OF THIS REPORT IS EXTRACTED FROM FNVIF "COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS MANUAL," TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 21, JULY 1966". 

APPENDIX G 
ATMOSPHERIC PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 

3. 1 FNWF OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS

Basic to most numerical analyses is an objective analysis scheme 
developed at FNWF. The routine is designed to analyze exactly to isolated 
observations _ and to a weighted-mean of the observations in regions of dense 
data coverage. In sparse data areas, the influence of an observation is 
extended further than in regions of high data density. 

A. The First Approximation (First Guess)

Ess·entially. the routine corrects a first approximation to the
analysis for actual observations. The first approximation is
a best estimate of the analysis without considering curr_ent data.
(It is thus commonly referred to as the first guess ) . .  The
accuracy of the first guess has a direct bearing on the accuracy
of the analysis in sparse data areas. A well-constructed first
guess will provide continuity with the preceding analysis and
prognosis derived therefrom. For most analyses at FNWF,
the first guess is a modified previous analysis or prognosis
verifying at the present ana lysis time.

B. The Gross Error Check

Prior to constructing the analysis, a gross error check is per
formed on all reported data. The procedure consists of com
paring each report to the interpolated value at its location in
the guess field for the analysis. If the difference between the
reported data and the guess field value exceeds a prescribed
tolerance, the report is rejected. Tolerance values are based
on the characteristic variability of the field being analyzed as
determined from climatology .

. C. The Analysis Scheme

For each reported observation which passes the Gross Error
Check, the analysis interpolates in the guess field to the loca
tion of the observation and obtains the guess value at that point.
The difference between the guess value and the reported data is
computed. This difference is weighted by the distance of the
observation from each of the four surrounding grid points.

The weighted difference is then applied as a correction to the
guess value at each grid point within one mesh length of tht
observation. Where more than -one observation influences a
particular grid point, the weighted mean of the corrections com
puted for that grid point is applied.

After all guess values influenced by observed data have been cor
rected, the adjusted field is combined with the orig{nal guess
field by a relaxation process which holds the corrected values

G-1
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constant. This spreads the influence of isolated observations 
while at the same time exactly fits each observation consistent 
with surrounding reports. 

Portions of the analysis process are repeated depending upon 
the assumed accuracy of the original guess field. A complete 
mathematical description of the objective analysis scheme is 
contained in Appendix H. 

D. The Lateral Fitting Check 

A lateral fitting check is normally performed after all but the 
initial pass through the analysis routine. Each report is, in 
turn, withheld and an analysis of data within the four sur
rounding grid points is performed without using that report. 
The difference between the reported data and the value analyzed 
at its 'location is compared against a tolerance field similar to . 
the one used in the gross error check except that the tolerances 
are decreased after each cycle through the analysis. In this 
manner, a report which does not agree with other reports in the· 
immediate area is rejected. 

E. Vorticity Limiting Check 

In the literature, it has been shown that negative absolute vorti
city in atmospheric flow is rare. This criterion is used as a 
final check on the validity of most pressure and pressure-height 
analyses. A pass is made through the analyzed field to reveal 
any region in which the value of absolute vorticity is less than a 
suitable fraction of the coriolis parameter. In these regions, 
the absolute vorticity is adjusted to an adopted minimum value.

11 This limiter is also referred to as the II Ellipticity Criterion. 

3. 2 SURFACE PRESSURE ANALYSIS (00002, 06002, 12002, and 18002) 

A. Program Input 

1. Reported surface observations (approximately 4000-5000
reports).

2. Hourly history tape of surface pressure prognoses derived
from preceding 0000Z or 12002 analysis.

3. Hourly history tape of 500 mb prognoses derived from the
preceding 0000Z or 12002 analysis.

4. Surface pressure climatology field for the present month.

- 5. Hemispheric surface coverage for the preceding 00002 or
12002 analysis.

B. Program Computations 

1. Construction of the First Guess (see Figure G-1).

G-2
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The first guess to the surface pressure analysis is a 
modified surface pressure prognosis which verifies at 
map time. The modification takes place as follows: 

a. The 6-hour old surface analysis is updated by a
reanalysis using all late ship reports. An error
pattern is derived by subtracting from the updated
analysis the surface prognosis verifying at that
time or the origin al analysis if the 0 6 Z or 18 Z
analysis is being performed. This error pattern is
advected for three hours with one-half the forecast
500-mb wind.

b. The surface prognosis verifying three hours prior
to analysis time is corrected with the advected
error pattern. It is then corrected with available
three hourly ship reports and with current six
hourly land and ship pressures minus the three
hour tendency. The current ship reports are also
moved back to their three hour previous position.
In this manner, more than 2500 pressure values·
are provided for each three hourly analysis-.

c. Again an error field is obtained by subtracting the
original prognosis from the corrected prognosis.
This error field is advected for the final three hours
with one-half of the 500-mb wind.

d. The new error pattern is now used to correct the
surface prognosis which verifies at analysis time.
In this manner, the surface prognosis has effectively
been updated by all reports received subsequent to
its construction.

e. The updated surface prognosis is adjusted toward
climatology in regions where data coverage was
sparse for the analysis on which it was based. The
density of reported observations for the original
analysis is contained in the Hemispheric Surface
Coverage field .

Figure G-1 is a flow diagram outlining the steps
taken to construct the First Guess to the Surface
Pressure analysis.

2. Preparation of Data

a. Station location, surface pressure and ship winds
are extracted from each reported observation which
was previously stored by the ADP program.

b. All analysis-time pressure reports are checked
against the previously constructed guess field for
gross errors. Tolerance values presently vary
from 8. 5 millibars south of 30.0N to 17 millibars
north of 30°N for land reports and 5 to 8. 5 millibars
for ship reports.
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c. Ship winds greater than nine knots are used to
provide four extrapolated pressure reports. The
reported wind is turned fifteen degrees toward
higher pressure to approximate a geostrophic
wind o A pressure value equal to that reported by
the ship _is placed 0. 7 5 of a grid length directly
upwind and downwind of the ship. Two pressure
values calculated to give the gradient necessary
to support the reported wind speed are placed
0. 37 5 of a grid length either side of the ship,
normal to the wind direction. These extrapolated
reports are then checked for gross errors in the
same manner as for other reports.

3. The Analysis

All reported and extrapolated surface pressure reports
which have passed the gross error check are no� analyzed
by the objective analysis program described earlier. The
basic accuracy of the first guess analysis is such that only
two passes through the objective analysis program are
required. After each pass, reported data which fail the
lateral fitting check are rejected. In the final pass, the
vorticity limiting check is performed to insure that inertial
instability does not exist at any point in the analysis.

C. Program Output

1. Surface Pressure Analysis (Catalog No. A0l).

2. Hemispheric Surface Coverage (Catalog No. A00).

3. Gross Error Check Reject Coverage.

D. Program Limitations

The surface pressure analysis makes use of reported pressures
and ship winds only. No attempt is inade to model the pressure
distribution using other elements of the reports. For example,
isobars crossing a front will be kinked only where reports are
sufficiently dense to so indicate; a heavy rain report will not be
considered in the analysis of a frontal wave.

Analysis flaws are usually the result of one or all of the following
problems:

1. Lack of Data

In regions of no reported data, the final analysis will be
a combination of the first approximation and climatology.
Initially the contribution made by climatological values is
small but increases with the number of synoptic periods
in which no reports are received in the area. · · 
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2. Erroneous Data

Surface observations reported in error may be used in the
analysis. No internal consistency checking of reports is
presently attempted. A ship reporting ten degrees out of
position or ten millibars off the actual pressure due to
transmission et-ror, for exa1nple, will not be -corrected.
The datum will either pass the error checks, resulting in
an incorrect analysis, or it will be rejected with the possible
loss of some significant information.

-,

Surface pressure and ship wind observations reported in
error will normally be rejected in the Gross Error Check
(GEC). If the erroneous report should pass the GEC toler-
ances, it will contaminate the analysis.

If the bad report, accepted in the GEC, is located in a· high
data density region (e.g. over land), it will probably be
rejected when compared with its neighbors in the lateral
fitting check. It may, however, have already had a slight
adverse influence on the final analysis. If the bad report
is located in a sparse data region (e.g. over oceans), it
may pass the lateral fitting check as well as the gross error
check. In this case, the analysis will depict with utmost
precision the pressure distribution represented by the
erroneous datum.

3. Extreme Atmospheric Change

Occasionally extreme atmospheric change will manifest
itself as an error in the analysis. In this case, strong
development results in valid data failing the gross error
check tolerances. Gross error check tolerances are pre
dicted on a reasonable f orecast being used in construction
of the first approximation. If the forecast is abnormally
poor and off-thne and late reports do not correct it suffi
ci'ently, this type of error may occur. Although rare, it
represents a serious flaw and should be guarded against.

3. 4 TROPOSPHERE ANALYSIS (0000Z and 1200Z)

A. Background

The three dimensional structure of the atmosphere up to 200-mb
is modeled such that it can be defined in terms of the 1000-mb
height; the 500-1000-mb thickness and the static stability (essen
tially a measure of temperature lapse rate) in five selected layers
(1000-775, 775-600, 600-450, 450-300 and 300-200-mb). The
model provides pressure-height values consistent with all reasonable
reported data for any level from 1000 to 200-mb, accurate to within
the limits of known instrumental errors. The model yields a repre
sentative virtual temperature structure with the undesired small

.,. 
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scale noise in the synoptic temperature distribution removed. The 
modeled atmosphere is everywhere statically stable and is therefore 
suitable for any integrations required in the numerical forecast 
process. 

B. Program Input

·1. Reported radiosonde and aircraft wind observations for 
mandatory levels to 200-mb. 

2. Surface Pressure analysis.

3. Twelve-hour previous 1000-mb Temperature analysis.

4. Twelve-hour previous Static Stability analyses for five levels.

5. Twelve-hour 500-mb prognosis from the previous up date
analysis.

6. Report Coverage for twelve-hour previous 500-mb update
analysis.

C. Program Computations

1. Data Preparation

a. Reported 1000-mb heights are compared with a
1000-mb height field obtained by ·a hydrostatic con
version of the surface pressure analysis in which
the twelve-hour previous 1000-mb temperatures are
used. Differences in excess of a prescribed toler
ance are interpreted to indicate that the raob cannot
reasonably be located at the reported position and the
complete sounding is rejected.

b. Each radiosonde sounding is checked for vertical con
sistency of pressure and virt:ual temperature at the
mandatory levels. Where possible, missing or incorrect
values in the reported raob are interpolated hydrostatically
from correctly reported elements.

c. Reported 500-mb heights are compared with the twelve
hour 500-mb prognosis verifying at map time. Again,
the complete sounding is rejected if the difference is in
excess of a prescribed tolerance.

2. Analysis of the Structure Model Variables

a. Stability Analyses

For each raob satisfying the gross error che_cks, static
stabilities in the five selected layers are computed from
reported mandatory level pressure-heights. The objec
tive analysis routine is then used to perform a horizontal
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06002 � SURFP.C°E P?.ESSURS + L!\--1'-E-· SHIP R:::::ePORTS /1.NP.LYSIS 
---··----

UPDATED 0G00Z SUR?P.CE. PRESS UR:-::'I ANALYSIS 
·--- -------UPDAT:SD 0500Z SURFJ\CE PRESSURE . --------·-. ----·1 

· · ANALYSIS 
. : . . .. 

0600Z PROGNOSIS ERROR 
SURFACE PRESS URE 

+ 

PROGNOSIS FROM + 00002 \T.CRIFYING 
_ __._AI.._Q_9_0..QZ._ 120oz LAND AND SHIP Pl{ESSURES ADJUSTED TO 0900Z BY SUBTRACTING THREE HOUR TENDENCY 

UPDATED AND CORRECTED 09002 SURFACE PRESSURE PROGNOSIS 
09002 PROGNOSIS ERROR + 

SURFACE PRESSURE + PROGNOSIS FROM 0000Z VERIFYING -�A=T 12ooz ___ 

PROGNOSIS FROM 0G00Z 0000Z V.CRIFYING PROGNOSIS ERROR SURFACE PRESSURE-} AT 06 002 
1-----------' ADVECT WITH ONE-Hl1LF THE S00--MB WIND FOR THREE HOUR$_ 

06002 PROGNOSIS ERROR ADJUSTED TO 09002 

06002 PROGNO:JIS '- .ERROR ADJUSTED TO 09002 
-1- . 09002 .7+ SHIP REPORTS _J 

UPDATED AND CORRECTED 09002 SURFACE PRESSURE PROGNOSIS 
SURFACE PRESSURE PROGNOSIS FROM 0000Z VERIFYING AT 09002 

ADVECT WITH ONE-HALF THE S00-MB WIND FOR THREE HOURS 
0900Z PROGNOSIS ERROR ADJUSTED TO ,-J.200Z 
FINAL GUESS TO THE 

09002 PROGNOSIS ERROR 
-� 09002 PROGNOSIS ERROR ADJUSTED 

To 120oz 
ADJUST TOWARD 

( 

+ Cl.Ir!Ll\.TOLOGY WHERE . ORIGIN/\L 0000Z ANALYSIS WAS Bl\S.ED ON _NO CURBENT Dl\Tl, 
-1 l?,00Z sun.FACE _J:BfS.fil.J!H� h.B...\1.YBJS --

.
.

Figure G-1: FLOW DLr,,GRAM FOR CONSTFtUCTION OF THE FIRST GUESS TO THE 120oz SURFACE PP-ESSURE ANJ.\LYSIS 
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5. }\na!yze I holding aH adju.sted values fixed, using e�:trapolated 

U,Gb:n_e.nn r:·:<2.•i:i•:rxl of w!e1:-:,�t�or1 fer: solut·:c.i�i of tl10 Po� sson. e�fr:C'.'do:c: 

"v 2/\ = B. 

a o Iterative step . 

(17) 

wh.0r0 th._G rns:dua� Ri,j can be expressed as: . 

l 

. -1 . ? R
J.., 

.j = A 
.. 

( "v . 'Ai 
, ) 

. - B ) (18) 

Ri,j = � ( "v 2Ai,j - B) where "J-.. = 1, 28 (19) 

AJ.! 
Thus� 

,
+ 
j 

l = A 2 
• (20) 

i i
v 
,j 

+ 3 2 ( '7 I-1 i 1 j 
- D ) 

c.; Continue relc1x�.ng untH at (v + J.) st sca.n, 

v R E 
max 

< where E is freely chosen c 

6. Smooth the analysis which 
. 

. 

is the guess for the next crcle. 

7. Return to st0p 1 for add.:i.i:iona!. c}rc!e. 
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